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PSim3
Note that a primary difference of this approach from that of the well known DSMC method s is the use of non-spatiany ordered sampling of candidates for a given event. For example, candidate collision pairs are collected for all space before selection of actual collisions from these candidates is initiated and the size of this sample may be arbitrary as long as it is known at the time of selection from the candidates 2. This eliminatss the need for a sort operation of particles into cells as is required when applying the time counter s or the no time counter (NTC) 9 algorithms of Bird. There the sample of candidate pairs is constrained to a calculated size in each cell and this sample size must be generated exactly. The arbitrary sample size approach was adopted primarily to allow for efficient vectorization 3 and is retained in the current work for the same reason. Vectorization and parallel processing are complementary and the objective here is to develop a truly portable code having a high performance on platforms with multiple processors, vector hardware, or ideally both.
TARGET ARCHITECTURES
There is an ever increasing variety of multiple processor based computers being made available.
One helpful classification makes a distinction between Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) machines and Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) machines. Each of these is now briefly examined
The first, SIMD, describes the case where a single issued machine instruction is intended to operate simultaneously in the same way on a number of distinct data elements. The larger the number of data elements the larger the degree of parallelism. Vector processors are often classified as SIMD although there the single instruction does not act simultaneously across data eL ements, rather a "vector" of elements are operated on in a highly efficient pipelined fashion. High end vector machines typically also provide high scaler performance which reduces the impact of small serial code segments that cannot be vectorized. Massively parallel SIMD architectures such as the Connection Machine are similar to vector processors except the effective vector length is very long (up to 64K for the CM-2) and operations are actually simultaneous as there is a separate processor for each data element. Because the effective vector length is long and the individual processors are typically not very powerful, it is very important to minimize serial code segments or code segments using only a small fraction of the available vector size on SIMD computers such as the Connection Machine.
The second class, MIMD, describes the case where a number of processors have the ability to communicate with one another but are free to execute distinct instruction streams. There are a wide variety of machines in this category that span a broad performance range, from personal computer add-in boards and workstations to supercomputers.
Another important
classification dealing with multiple processor computers deals with memory system architecture.
Shared memory systems allow all processors access to a single bank of global memory. This situation is depicted in figure l(a) where inter-processor communication may be via shared memory and/or a separate inter-processor communications network. Distributed memory systems associate a bank of memory with each processor and communication between processor is only possible via a interconnect network as shown in figure l(b) . Of course, machines may combine elements of shared and distributed memory as illustrated in figure l(c) .
Even the very brief introduction given above, concerning parallel machine classification, makes it very clear that it is not feasible with current software development technology to provide a singe particle simulation code that runs efficiently across all possible parallel machines. Many unique programming techniques are required to effectively utilize many of the variety of available parallel computers.
Multiple instruction streams offer the greatest flexibility for the development of a particle simulation method because arbitrarily large effective vector lengths become difficult to fully utilize as complexity is added to the physical models employed. This is best understood by example.
Out of a large collection of particles moved during a time step, a much smaller number may collide with other particles. Typically even a smaller number will interact with boundaries and yet a smaller number will chemically react. Very infrequent events may underutilize a SIMD machine having a large effective vector length. For this reason the code is written assuming a MIMD architecture however vectorizable algorithms are retained to take advantage of any traditional vector hardware having modest vector lengths. This is important as to maintain a high performance capability on existing Cray supercomputers.
No assumptions are made regarding the memory organization; only that processors may communicate with one another in an asynchronous fashion.Details of thiscommunicationwill vary from computer to computer and represents the solemachine dependent code module in PSim3.
PROGRAMMING MODEL
Sinceno assumptionsaremade about memory organization, communicationbetween theprocessors must not relyon sharedmemory. The goalhasbeen to achieveat least an orderofmagnitudegreater performancein order to handlea correspondinglylargernumber of particles than has been previouslypossible.This goal has been reachedin previouspaperswith the intentional neglectof some of the physicsknown to be important in thisflight regime. In particular, the gas model consisted of a singlediatomicspecies. Although the simulatedparticles containedboth translational and rotational energy,the algorithmassumed that theseenergymodes were close to equilibrium. The only relaxation model represented intheenergytransfer to rotational energy was a non-physical computational peculiarity inherent in the model forthe collision mechanics. There was previouslyno attempt made to model the vibrationalenergy modes. In large applications, intermolecularpotentials were assumed to be "hard sphere" which isknown to be a harder potential and resultin lessviscousbehavior than realgases.The collision mechanics were performed in a unique and efficient way by the "Shuffle Algorithm"z'n. Unfortunately, thisalgorithmhas proven difficult to extend to mixturesof gasesand didnot easilyallowformodelingof vibrational modes. In order to ensurevectorization of some critical parts of the algorithmsmall portionsof the original code were writtenin Cal-2 assemblerlimiting the portability of the code to the Cray-2. The efficiency of the original algorithm, however, was quite good, allowing computation times less than 2 _sec per particle per time step on a Cray-2. Calculations with up to 10 minion particles could be performed in less than five hours of CPU time.
In the last year much progress has been made in enhancing the physical modeling while retaining the basic ei_ciency of the algorithm.
The calculation of the collision probabilityhas been extended to general power law potentials allowingmore realistic representation of viscousbehavior. The previous collision algorithmderivedmuch of itsefficiency from the symmetry of representing allenergy modes as velocities TM. Rotationaland vibrational energy modes for diatomicspeciesare now representeddirectlyinsteadof by using rotational velocity components.Now thatthissymmetry hasbeen removed,additional problems associatedwith collisions between species of differing masses can be resolved by directly introducingisotropic scattering.Energy transfer to rotationand vibration are now representedby additionalprobabilities that model therelaxation to these quantities. Multiplespeciesare now represented efficiently, and theimplementationofchemicalreactions amongst them, whileretaining high performance,will be be the subjectof another paper.
The improvements to themethod willbe outlined and then itsapplication to the simulationof theflowfield about theAFE flight vehicle willbe described. Comparisonswillbe made to calculations made with the previousversion of the method.
Method
Recent applications of the Stanford particle simulationmethod have been limitedto singlecomponent monatornic or diatomicgasesI°.This permittedsimplifications that allowedmore rapid development of otheressential aspectsof the method, such as the collision selection algorithm. Recent extensionsof the method includean ability to addressmultiplecomponent gasesexhibiting generalpower law molecular interactions as well as a more generaltreatment of rotational relaxation and the inclusion of vibrational energy modes. In the courseof adding theseelements to thesimulation method, several changes to thealgorithm have been made. These willbe briefly reviewed here with reference to more detailed descriptions.
The collision selection algorithm used in the Stanfordparticle method has the advantage of being cornpletelyvectorizable s. The applicability of the basicalgorithmhas been extended to generalgas mixtures while retainingvector computer architecture compatibility 11. The resulting selection probability forcollision of a particle of speciea and a particle of specieb from a sample sizeof S,# candidatecollision pairshaving the speciecombinationab isgivenby nanb (x + 6. )s,b 'aa2= g-=--k' gat /,0 where n= and nb are specie number densities,/_d2,b is a simulation normalized reference collision cross section, g is the relative collision speed, a=b is the assumed power law exponent, and At is the duration ofthe time step.Detaileddescriptions of the analysis and implementationforthiscollision selection ruleare available, as area variety of techniques forassembling a collection of candidatecollision pairs s,lx.
The algorithmto implement collision mechanics has changed radically sincethe previousAFE results were presented I°. These changes were made necessaryby two factors; namely the difficulty of extending the previouscollision mechanics tocollisions between particl_having different numbers of atoms and the inclusionof vibrational energy modes. Each of these issuesare now briefly examined, however,reference 11 presentsthesein more detail.
The original shuffle algorithm z,s'9'1°operatedby creatinga random si_nedpermutationof the relative velocity vectorcomponents between the colliding particles. This generated a new post collision velocity statewhile insuringconservation of momentum and energy.This necessitated therepresentation oftherotational energyof a diatomicparticle by a two component velocity vector.During a collision both internal and translational velocity statescould be exchanged by the shuffle algorithmwhen the rotational modes were to relax.The collision of a monatomic particle with a diatornic particle presentsa serious difficulty when using thisalgorithm. In such a collision, the After subtracting the sampled vibrational energy from the total collision energy, the remaining energy is then divided between translation and rotation using the Borgnakke-Larsen model assuming a fixed, two degree of freedom internal energy system for rotation. Since the number of internal modes is fixed for rotation, the distribution for the division of energy between relative translation and rotation may be tabulated. This sequence of steps may be repeated to remove correlation between rotational and vibrational energy modes. Three iterations has proven to be adequate even in highly non-equilibrium situations 11. Once again, the amount of memory used for such a table driven scheme is trivial compared to other memory intensive elements of the simulation.
Since the algorithm was initially developed around a gas consisting of a single monatomic or diatomic species, there were simplifications that allowed construction of a very efficient code. For example, because all particles had the same mass by default, it was not necessary to store a mass identifier for each species , nor was it necessary to carry the mass in the equations to be evaluated. The mass was normalized to unity and it could simply be dropped from the calculation.
The introduction of multiple species has complicated the algorithm in several ways. It is of course necessary to identify the specie type of each particle, which adds to storage requirements. There is also an increased amount of computation required in collision mechanics as there are more free parameters, such as mass and number of atoms per particle, that must be taken into account.
The Some of the difference may, however,be dueto the additionof the hexagonal afterbody.
Performance Estimates and Code Capabilities
The currentmultiplespecie, threedimensionalcode isnamed PSim. In itspresentform itiscapableof moving an average particle through a complete time step,includingoverhead (start-up and restore costs), inabout 2.0p seconds.This comparesfavorably to the singlespecieversionwhich typically averagedabout 1.7psecondson similar runs. As thecode isstill under development,some furtherimprovement isexpected. These times of course vary with collision rate but do not however vary with otherproblem complexities such as number of simulatedspecies. In the caseof theAFE simulation, the elevated collision rateresults in times as large as 5p seconds/particle/timestep.
The PSim code is complemented by a generalplottingsystem calledCplot that was developedrecently to support the very large data setsassociated with particle simulations. In itscurrent incarnation, Cplot performs data management and generalexpression evaluationon a remote supercomputer and provides graphicalpresentationand a very powerfuluser interface on any Silicon GraphicsIris4D workstation. Communication isvia the Unix -.ockets facility. The plotfile has a very flexible format thatwillallowthe system to continueto be usefulas PSim continues to evolve.
Ongoing Developments
The are two primary classifications of developments involving the Stanford particle simulation method. First are those that deal with extending the physical modeling capabilities of the method and second are those aspects related to algorithm development and high performance implementation on various machine architectures.
Haas 14has recently developedmodels forimplementing the _effects of chemicalnon-equilibrium and there iscurrently an effort to incorporate thosemodels into the PSim code. There is work in progressconcurrentlythat willallowthe PSim code to run acrossa wider range of machine platforms. Specifically, extensions willallowthe method to operatenot only on vectororientedmachines and single CPU mini/micro systems,but alsoon parallel machinessuch as theInteliPSC-2/RX. It willalsopermit the PSim code to utilize more than one CPU on the currently targeted Cray systems.
